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based on three usage levels (high, medium and low) at both the intra- and inter-

process access levels. This approach achieved better results when compared 

with the first set of results: the average percentage of intrusive authentication 

requests was 3%, which indicates a clear enhancement. The second and third 

experiments investigated only the intra-process and inter-process, respectively, 

to examine the effect of the access level. Finally, the fourth experiment 

investigated the impact of specific biometric modalities on overall system 

performance. In this research study, a Non-Intrusive Continuous Authentication 

(NICA) framework was applied by utilising two security mechanisms: Alert Level 

(AL) and Integrity Level (IL). During specific time windows, the AL process is used 

to seek valid samples. If there are no samples, the identity confidence is 

periodically reduced by a degradation function, which is 10% of current 

confidence in order to save power while the mobile device is inactive. In the case 

of the mobile user requesting to perform a task, the IL is applied to check the 

legitimacy of that user. If the identity confidence level is equal to or greater than 

the specified risk action level, transparent access is allowed. Otherwise, an 

intrusive authentication request is required in order to proceed with the service. 

In summary, the experimental results show that this approach achieved 

sufficiently high results to fulfil the security obligations. The shortest time window 

of AL= 2 min / IL = 5 min produced an average intrusive authentication request 

rate of 18%, whereas the largest time window (AL= 20 min / IL = 20 min) provided 

6%. Interestingly, when the participants were divided into three levels of usage, 

the average intrusive authentication request rate was 12% and 3% for the 

shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min) and the largest time window (AL= 

20 min / IL = 20), respectively. Therefore, this approach has been demonstrated 
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to provide transparent and continuous protection to ensure the validity of the 

current user by understanding the risk involved within a given application.   
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1.4 Thesis Structure 

This research project is organised into seven chapters in order to present the 

achievements relating to the above-mentioned objectives. The first chapter identifies 

the research problem and highlights the research study aim and objectives, its novel 

research contributions and, finally, the structure of the thesis. 

The second chapter, mobile device authentication, provides background information 

about mobile and biometric authentication. Firstly, it reviews the popularity of mobile 

devices, the increasing reliance upon them and establishes the importance of security 

for these devices. The chapter continues by providing an overview of some of the 

currently provided authentication technologies and reviews biometric authentication 

from a number of perspectives, including its system components, requirements, 

techniques, performance measures and fusion. The chapter ends with an account of 

the current authentication mechanisms for mobile devices.  
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The third chapter, a systemic review of continuous and transparent authentication 

systems for mobile devices, briefly outlines the concept of a transparent authentication 

system and why it is needed. This is followed by a literature review of the existing 

research in this domain on continuous and transparent authentication systems for 

mobile devices and provides a comparative summary of each category. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion and identifies a gap that exists in the literature by 

highlighting the need for a new security mechanism that can provide continuous and 

transparent protection for mobile devices. 

The fourth chapter introduces a novel mobile applications data risk assessment model. 

The chapter explains the need for intra-process security for mobile devices through 

examples of different types of applications. Then, a taxonomy of mobile applications 

data is presented, with justifications. Finally, the chapter presents a generic risk 

assessment model for mobile applications data with a particular focus on analysing 

and producing a risk matrix. 

The fifth chapter, a transparent, intra-process user authentication approach for mobile 

applications, presents the experimental methodologies, analysis and results regarding 

the novelty of the proposed model. After presenting the data collection methodology 

and the software generated to collect user interactions with a smartphone in a real 

data environment, three types of experiment are presented in great detail. The first 

experiment sought to explore the intra-process (i.e., within-app) and inter-process (i.e., 

only-app) access levels across different time windows and achieved promising 

experimental results when the 76 participants were also classified into three groups 

according to their level of mobile usage. The second experiment was conducted to 

provide further insight into whether applying a transparent authentication system to the 

intra-process only would enhance security and usability. Finally, to prove the research 
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concept, it was deemed useful to conduct an evaluation using the same real-world 

dataset. To achieve this goal, the average intrusive authentication requests were 

calculated and presented for the inter-process (application access only) without taking 

the actions that happened within an application into account. This is followed by a table 

summary of all the experiments with more detail and discussion.  

The sixth chapter, investigating the impact of each simulated modality on the overall 

system performance, seeks to test the effect of biometrics on the system results. This 

investigation conducted three types of experiment employed without the selected 

modality, calculated the total intrusive authentication requests and compared these 

with the overall system performance. The chapter then presents examples of different 

participants in each experiment. 

The seventh chapter, conclusions and future work, is the final chapter and highlights 

the main contributions and achievements of this research project in relation to the field 

of user authentication for smartphones in general and mobile applications security and 

usability in particular. The limitations of the research project, suggestions and scope 

for future work, and the future for user authentication on mobile devices are explored 

and discussed at the end of the chapter. 

At the end of this thesis report, there are a number of appendices that support the main 

aim of this research project, such as confirmation of the ethical approval for the 

experiments, the consent forms given to the participants, programming scripts, and a 

series of peer-reviewed publications resulting from this research study. 
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(about 22%) compared to 2017. Interestingly, Snap is the only mobile app in the top 

10 which is not owned by Google or Facebook. Furthermore, Spotify, Netflix and eBay 

feature in the top 10 mobile apps for time spent (comscore, 2018). 

 

 Figure 2-2: UK digital marketing review (comscore, 2018)  

In this context, Android was the fastest-growing operating system (OS) in terms of 

popularity, as well as the most widespread mobile OS (IDC, 2014; Statista, 2016 e). 

Statista (2016c) shows the number of apps available in the Google Play Store (Android 

Market) from December 2009 to February 2016. The number of apps available in the 

Google Play Store exceeded 1 million in July 2013 and was recently placed at 2 million 

in February 2016. In comparison, the Apple App Store offers 1.4 million apps (Statista, 

2015). Furthermore, Android and iOS devices accounted for 97.5% of global 

smartphone sales (Statista, 2016e), as shown in Figure 2-3, from just 38% in 2010 

(Chrome Info Technologies, 2016). As a result, by 2017, 50% of online transactions 

were conducted by mobile app. There are approximately 1 billion Android-activated 
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inconvenient (Rodwell et al., 2007). This method is a point-of-entry technique, which 

means that the user has only to be verified at the beginning of a session. An imposter 

is then able to access all services, applications, and information without authentication. 

Furthermore, McAfee (2013) shows that the vast majority of respondents to their 

survey did not change the default password after purchasing a mobile device, the 

same passwords had been shared by one half of the users with others, and 15% saved 

their password on the mobile device itself. As a result, this technique is considered 

insufficient for safeguarding mobile devices (Kurkovsky and Syta, 2010). Similarly, 

with the Android password pattern, as demonstrated in Figure 2-10, the user is 

required to drag his/her finger across a touch screen on the three-by-three adjacent 

contact dots (i.e., make a connecting pattern rather than remembering a sequence of 

characters) to access the mobile device. The points can never be used as a 

combination again, thus producing fewer password combinations than the traditional 

PIN-based password technique. As a result, this method is vulnerable to a brute force 

attack (Aviv et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 2-10: Android pattern lock (Meitiv, 2010) 
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With the evolution of mobile devices has come the introduction of a number of built-in 

features capable of sensing a variety of user biometric traits. These include features 

such as fingerprint readers or face recognition technology and are intended to provide 

a more secure authentication mechanism. Apple has presented a type of fingerprint 

technology to permit users to employ a fingerprint scan as a secure method of 

protecting their mobile device (Apple, 2014). In Touch ID, the user places the 

fingerprints (enrolling one or more fingers) onto the Home key and the system scans 

them in order to build a template, as demonstrated in Figure 2-11; later, in the 

authentication process, the user swipes his/her finger across the scanner to capture 

the fingerprint and authenticate it (Drummond, 2014). This approach is quick (it takes 

30 seconds to enrol five fingers) and fairly reliable (Furnell and Clarke, 2014). 

Therefore, this approach has served to make the presence of Touch ID transparent 

and non-intrusive as a physiological technique (Juniper, 2018).  

 

 

Figure 2-11. Fingerprint enrolment for iOS 7 
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Figure 2-13: Face ID on iPhone X 

Furthermore, Samsung has produced a new feature that the company calls Intelligent 

Scan, which can operate even in low light (Figure 2-14). This technology allows users 

to access their phone easily using convenient technology and makes unlocking simple 

by combining face recognition and iris scans (Samsung, 2017; CNET, 2018). 

 

Figure 2-14: Iris scan on the Galaxy S9 
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elimination of the need for additional hardware, a higher level of security, better 

memorability, simplicity and ease of use, and compatibility/applicability in various 

areas. 
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Chapter Three   
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transparent authentication method might be considered a remarkable solution to 

validating user identity with a higher level of security. However, although transparent 

authentication has a significant role to play in solving the flaw in verifying, there are a 

number of new problems, such as the cost and complexity of the system (Clarke, 

2011), which need to be considered. 

 

Figure 3-1: Traditional authentication security (Clarke, 2011) 

 

Figure 3-2: Model of continuous authentication confidence (Clarke, 2011) 

Furthermore, 90% of the participants of one survey would have considered using 

transparent authentication on their mobile device if it were available to them, and 73% 
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and the area of press (i.e., based on how the user types). Using keystroke dynamics 

is a transparent approach for authenticating a mobile user, and there is no need to use 

specific hardware to capture the data. However, it is difficult for a keystroke dynamics 

system to achieve authentication in a consistent way if the user types unusually and 

this could be replaced by touch screen mobile phones (De Marsico et al., 2015). 

Recently, Xiaofeng et al. (2019) employs a model of a Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to learn the keystroke data of free texts 

to carry on continuous authentication. In this study, the authors divide the user 

keystroke data into a fixed-length keystroke sequence, and convert the keystroke 

sequence into a keystroke vector sequence according to the time feature of the 

keystroke (Xiaofeng et al, 2019). The Buffalo dataset (sun et al, 2016) is used in this 

research study. This dataset contains 157 participants' long fixed text and free text 

keystroke data. According to (Xiaofeng et al. 2019), the participants completed 

inputting through 3 sessions, and each participant has an average of 5,700 keystrokes 

in each session. The average of total 3 sessions have exceeded 17,000 keystrokes. A 

model of a recursive neural network plus a convolutional neural network is used to 

learn a sequence of individual keystroke vectors to obtain individual keystroke features 

for identity authentication. The findings of this study were Equal Error Rate (EER) was 

3.04%, False Acceptance Rate (FAR) was 4.12%, and False Rejection Rate (FRR) 

was 1.95%. 

3.2.2 Gait-based Authentication 

Gait-based biometric authentication methods validate, in a transparent and continuous 

manner, the user of a phone while walking based on his/her gait. In this context, three 

types of gait recognition systems have been identified: machine vision-based, floor 

sensor-based, and wearable sensor-based techniques (Muaaz and Mayrhofer, 2013). 
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approach achieved EERs of 6.3% (normal), 12.68% (fast) and 6.46% (a bag walk) 

using both accelerometer and gyroscope-based features. 

3.2.3 Touch-based Authentication 

A variety of studies have been proposed in this domain. For example, Zheng et al. 

(2014) used a combination of acceleration, pressure, size and time, which could be 

collected from sensors in touch screen mobile phones. They claim this approach is a 

non-intrusive authentication method, in contrast with asking the user to insert a 4-digit 

or 8-digit PIN. This does not provide a complete transparent authentication system. 

Two similar research projects, Frank et al. (2013) and Li et al. (2013), also examined 

user authentication on a mobile phone by continuously observing finger movements 

on a touch screen. The latter work focused on sliding behaviour in gestures (left, right, 

up, and down) without requiring any deliberate action from the user. However, this 

employs a two-class classifier, which is considered an unrealistic method, since it 

requires input data from non-owner users at the training phase. In comparison, the 

classification framework used by Frank et al. (2013) (called Touchalytics) had EERs 

between 0 and 4% from 41 participants. 

In a comparable setting, the FAST (Finger gestures Authentication System using 

Touchscreen) system gathers information about multi-touch user gestures (i.e., flick, 

pinch, spread, drag, rotate) using a sensor in a post-login setting (Frank et al., 2013). 

The authors selected a total of 53 features for each touch gesture, and FAST 

accomplished an FAR of 4.66% and an FRR of 0.13%, although utilising the 

associated digital glove might be impractical. Unlike the previous work, Feng et al. 

(2014) studied touch screen gestures in the context of running an application in a 

transparent fashion and presented a novel Touch-Based Identity Protection Service 

(called TIPS). TIPS achieved up to 90% accuracy and battery usage of 6% in 
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similar system to SenGuard (Shi et al., 2011), which is a non-intrusive authentication 

system based on four sensors: accelerometer, location, multi-touch screen, and voice. 

SenGuard obtained very good user authentication results with an average error rate 

of 3.6% (Shi et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the power consumption of the system may be 

one of the major issues for this work. In the same context, the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) could cause the quick draining of a battery but gait recognition has a 

reasonable cost, which means that not all sensors cause battery drainage, with an 

EER of 10% (Yousefpor et al., 2014). 

Using deep neural networks, Neverova et al. (2016) proposed a scheme for learning 

human identity based on their motion patterns and achieved an EER of 20%. Zhu et 

al. (2017) introduce a novel user authentication scheme called ShakeIn. This approach 

is a handy user authentication scheme for secure unlocking of a smartphone by simply 

shaking the phone. The experiments were performed on 20 participants with 530,555 

shaking samples in total collected over multiple months. The results show that ShakeIn 

achieves an EER of 1.2% on average. Similarly, Buriro et al. (2017) collects data from 

multiple 3-dimensional smartphone sensors in the background for a specific period of 

time and profiles a user based on the collected hand movement patterns for 

authentication purpose. The data were collected from multiple sensors, namely, 

accelerometer, gravity, gyroscope, magnetometer, and orientation of 53 participants. 

The Random Forest classifier was used for evaluating the results which was An EER 

of 4%. 

In the same context, Ehatisham et al. (2018) propose a novel continuous 

authentication scheme to recognize smartphone users on the basis of their physical 

activity patterns using accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer sensors of 

smartphone. In this study, identifies the users based on the way they perform certain 
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activities using mobile sensing. According to Ehatisham et al. (2018), six activities of 

daily life such as walking, running, sitting, standing, walking upstairs, and walking 

downstairs, are used to distinguish between different users based on sixteen different 

features extracted from the time domain. Five different positions are employed for 

keeping a smartphone on the user's body and the user recognition results are analysed 

for all these positions (Ehatisham et al. 2018). Three different classifiers namely 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), and K-Nearest Neighbours (K-

NN), are performed for user recognition. SVM classifier achieved the best results for 

user recognition with an overall average accuracy of 97.95%. Likewise, Shen et al. 

(2019) develop a Markov-based classifier to model motion-sensor data sequences for 

active smartphone authentication. The findings show that the system achieve a false-

rejection rate of 5.03% and a false-acceptance rate of 3.98%. 

3.2.5 Behavioural Profiling-based Authentication 

Studies have proposed application usage aimed at providing transparent 

authentication. For example, Hayashi et al. (2012) argue that device-centric 

continuous authentication cannot discriminate between data from different 

applications. More broadly, the authors argue that this method cannot make any 

assumptions in terms of the importance of the application currently being used. More 

specifically, the lack of a device-centric approach, and being unaware of the task that 

the user is performing within an application, can lead to not delivering authentication 

control at the task level (De Luca et al., 2014). This will lead to a higher authentication 

overhead. Hayashi et al. (2012) argue the inefficiency of the all-or-nothing access 

model and suggest that a mobile user should be authenticated only when a sensitive 

application is begun, since most applications do not require explicit authentication. In 

the context of a sensitive application concept, the authors created paper prototypes 
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requires access to high-value applications. This in turn means that the system will 

reject user access after several attempts at using different applications, rather than a 

single attempted application use. The authors conclude that the system seems to be 

able to distinguish mobile users through their application usage; in particular, by 

focusing on the names of applications and the location of usage, which are considered 

valuable features. However, the MIT Reality dataset was created in 2004 with a small 

number of mobile applications, causing difficulty in discriminating between users. This 

is considered the main limitation of this dataset. 

Zhao et al. (2018) propose an improved Bayesian network model and linear model to 

predict what application to use next time only consider time and latest used application 

on text to study the user behaviour. The evaluation results show that the accuracy of 

this model can be achieved 85%. Likewise, Alotaibi et al. (2019) presents a novel 

behavioural profiling approach to user identity verification as part of mobile application 

security. Using a machine learning classifier, the predictable model created is able to 

authenticate the mobile user based on his/her behaviour. Supervised learning 

methods were chosen in this experiment due to the labelled known data and known 

responses. Three classifiers were selected in this research study: a support vector 

machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and gradient boosting (GB), to identify the most 

efficient machine learning classifier based on the classifier output. The experimental 

results show that users could be distinguished via their behavioural profiling upon each 

action within the application, with an average equal error rate of 26.98% and the (GB) 

gradient boosting classifier results prove quite compelling. 

3.3 Multi-modal Transparent Authentication Systems for Mobile Devices 

Investigations have been conducted in the literature into the feasibility of combining 

biometric modalities to authenticate the mobile user, as shown in Table 3-3. Clarke 
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Hocking et al. (2011) introduced the Authentication Aura concept, which is based on 

the enabling of cooperative and distributive authentication between devices owned by 

a single user. The results suggest that this concept could reduce the number of 

intrusive authentication requests by up to 74%.  

Building upon the concept of an Authentication Aura, Al Abdulwahid et al. (2013) 

suggest a conceptual authentication model hosted in the cloud, called Federated 

Authentication, which would act as a centralised Managed Authentication Service 

Provider (MASP). The main principle of this model is to take advantage of cloud 

computing features, such as scalability, universality and adaptability, as a means to 

reduce the need for logging onto and authenticating on each device in a transparent 

and continuous manner. However, certain aspects need to be considered, such as 

privacy, trust, and response time, in order to make this model more secure and 

practicable.  

Recently, Lamiche et al (2018) propose a new multimodal authentication method able 

to strengthen the smartphone authentication system based on gait patterns and 

keystroke dynamics without user intervention through simultaneous walk and text 

input. In order to build a multimodal biometrics profile for the user, a feature level fusion 

method is applied. According to Lamiche et al (2018), the data was collected from 20 

participants in a single session under a controlled environment and about 63,500 

samples from the accelerometer sensor and 8600 keystrokes were collected from all 

20participants. Using different machine learning classifiers namely, support vector 

machines (SVM), random forest (RF), random tree (RT), Naïve Bayes (NB) and 

multilayer perceptron (MLP), the proposed method is examined. The experimental 

results achieved a promising EER of 1% when using (MLP) multilayer perceptron 

classifier with the average false acceptance rate, and false rejection rate values of 1.7 
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as Table 3-2 illustrates. Furthermore, today, many applications have been produced 

whose properties could be beneficial, such as online social networks. A great deal of 

information could usefully be collected from user behaviour; specifically, by focusing 

on the sensitivity level of the application, understanding whether a certain application 

may require protection, and studying user behaviour and interaction with each 

application. On the other hand, this technique is not expected to be unique or distinct 

enough to fulfil the need for a continuous authentication system. It also suffers from 

privacy issues during behaviour monitoring, thereby affecting the level of user 

acceptance. Likewise, device-centric behavioural biometric authentication 

approaches apply a specific classifier without taking into account the nature of the 

applications currently being used to verify user identity. More specifically, gate 

authentication is not suitable for authenticating a mobile user when the text message 

application is being used, whereas keystroke is suitable for authentication. Even if a 

multi-classifier system were employed for collecting user behaviour data from different 

applications, this would lead to a higher authentication overhead.  

As mentioned previously, the current point-of-entry authentication mechanisms 

consider all applications on a mobile device to have the same level of importance and 

maintain a single level of security for all applications, thereby not applying any further 

access control rules. Moreover, only a few studies have investigated when to 

authenticate a mobile user. For instance, it is unnecessary to authenticate a user when 

reading the news or checking the weather forecast through a browser application. 

However, those studies used an old dataset, which might not resemble the real use of 

such a system. Therefore, this approach could result in reducing unnecessary 

authentication overhead by focusing on the sensitivity of the process within the 

application. Consequently, a smarter biometric approach that is able to categorise data 
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4 A Novel Mobile Applications Data Risk Assessment 

Model 

4.1 Risk Assessment for Mobile Devices 

Research has already been undertaken to establish how threats to mobile 

devices should be assessed. In their study, Ledermüller and Clarke (2011) 

present a mechanism to assess the risk level associated with particular apps and 

services. In the context of this research, applications or services that are 

associated with non-public information, such as emails and e-banking, would 

require a high level of security, whereas normal applications would require a low 

level of security. Consequently, each application has a particular level of risk 

which might be an indicator of a suitable level of security.  

Similarly, Theoharidou et al. (2012) propose a risk assessment method for 

smartphones by identifying assets and applicable threats. The method applies 

user input with respect to impact valuation, coupled with statistics for calculating 

the likelihood of threats. The authors refined their previous work on smartphone 

risk assessment by proposing an approach for assessing the privacy risk of 

Android users (Mylonas et al., 2013). Although several methods and systems 

have been proposed from different perspectives for solving the problem of mobile 

security, none has explored the risk level for each of the processes within mobile 

applications.  
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4.2 Need for Intra-process Security 

Mobile devices contain SMS, photos, calendars, notes, device settings, and apps. 

These data are becoming an increasingly pressing concern and the risks are high 

for users, such as the possibility of losing sensitive data. In addition, as stated 

previously, the current point-of-entry authentication mechanisms consider all 

applications on a mobile device to have the same level of importance and 

maintain a single level of security for all applications, thus not applying any further 

access control rules (Clarke et al., 2009). However, different applications require 

different security provision; for instance, a bank account requires a different level 

of protection compared with an SMS message. In order to access a specific 

service, each application needs a definite level of authentication applied in an 

independent manner. In particular, a high level of protection would be mapped to 

the riskier operations and a lower level of protection assigned to those that are 

less risky. Although Clarke et al. (2009) argue that the level of security within an 

application is likely to change during the process, they only address the issue of 

inter-process security by establishing appropriate levels of security for each 

application, rather than for the whole mobile device. 

Each application has different processes, which have an impact on data and 

involve different levels of risk. For instance, the unauthorised disclosure of mobile 

applications data has the potential to lead to a number of undesirable 

consequences for the user. A simple example is given in Figure 4-1, which 

illustrates this notion in the procedure of checking the balance of a bank account 

without logging in. In this example, the HSBC Mobile Banking App allows the user 

to log on quickly and easily through the Fast Balance feature, by simply swiping 
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downwards on the HSBC Mobile Banking App home screen to view the balance 

(HSBC, 2016). This process could, however, affect confidentiality and user 

privacy if an impostor reads them. On the other hand, no additional risk exists for 

some of the processes on the HSBC Mobile Banking App, such as reading about 

offers, finding an HSBC branch, reading about products/services, and contacting 

the bank, as illustrated in Figure 4-1. The process contains public data and there 

is, therefore, no impact on the user if someone accesses these services. 

Furthermore, the level of risk will change within the mobile application and will be 

different from one user's perspective to another, such as the processes for 

reading balances and transactions. 

 

Figure 4-1: Fast Balance feature 
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In the Facebook mobile application, for instance, there are different processes 

which have an impact on data and involve different levels of risk, such as posting 

on a wall, sharing, sending a message and adding a photo/link. More specifically, 

different processes operate on the same application with different social risks, 

thus there is no single risk when using the Facebook application. As a result, 

different levels of security controls should be applied to data based on risk level 

in order to deny unauthorised access to the content of the application. The 

diagram below in Figure 4-2 indicates the threat derived from each process and 

the different level of risk for the various application processes. In this figure, the 

risk level for each process has been selected randomly to show the concept as 

an example. 
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Figure 4-2: Confidence and risk action processes timeline examples 
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In comparison, reading news, looking at weather forecasts, watching BBC News 

and listening to BBC Radio 5 using the BBC mobile application are considered 

general data and there will be no impact on the user, just as when searching on 

Amazon, watching YouTube or using Google Maps. Therefore, there is no risk 

from accessing these services. The security implications actually start when the 

user is sharing public data if these data are not correct. Generally, it can be 

appreciated that each process on each application has a particular level of risk, 

which might be a feature for defining a suitable level of security by enabling intra-

process security that would permit a far more robust approach to ensuring 

commensurate authenticity of the user.  

It is important to ensure that the right person is allowed to access the right 

information at the right time. Any threat to data (i.e., action) may lead to a number 

of undesirable consequences, such as embarrassment, financial loss, threat to 

personal safety, and breach of personal privacy or commercial confidentiality 

(Davey, 1991). It is, therefore, important to classify data in order to strengthen the 

control of those data and apply risk analysis to each process. Furthermore, 

determining the importance of a system could be achieved by conducting risk 

analysis. It is also necessary to understand the nature of the risk to which the data 

could be exposed in order to apply the appropriate protection.  

There are several and widely deployed models used for evaluating security risk 

such as, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), CCTA Risk 

Analysis and Management Method (CRAMM), the ISO/IEC 27005 for Information 

security risk management, Operationally Critically Threat, Asset and Vulnerability 

Evaluation (OCTAVE), Control Objectives for Information and related Technology 
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Figure 4-3: Taxonomy of mobile applications data 

 

1- Based on impact type 

Data sensitivity has been considered in terms of the potential impact in the event 

of a breach of security that may result from lack of confidentiality, integrity and 

availability. These factors are thus the basis for classifying data. In this stage, 

only two impact types have been identified based on CRAMM: disclosure and 

modification, as shown in Table 4-1. In this context, destruction impact type does 

not fit, as it is related to the total loss of data rather than the partial loss of some 

records, but still has the same risk of modification impact. Likewise, denial would 

work with a higher level for an application instead of a specific process because 

the application has not been stopped in a practical sense. 
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Definition  Security breach 

Unauthorised disclosure may have an impact 

on personal privacy. 
Confidentiality 

Unauthorised disclosure may result in data 

corruption. 
Confidentiality 

Unauthorised disclosure may result in financial 

loss. 
Confidentiality, Integrity 

Unauthorised disclosure may result in a breach 

of commercial confidentiality. 
Confidentiality 

Unauthorised disclosure may threaten 

personal safety.    
Confidentiality 

Unauthorised modification may result in 

embarrassment. 
Confidentiality, Integrity 

Unauthorised modification may result in legal 

liability.  
Integrity 

Unauthorised modification may have an impact 

on personal privacy. 
Integrity  

Unauthorised modification may result in 

financial loss. 
Integrity 

Unauthorised modification may result in data 

corruption. 
Integrity 

Unauthorised modification may result in  a 

breach of commercial confidentiality.   
Confidentiality  

Unauthorised modification may result in 

disruption.   
Integrity 
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suggests that this assumption is not always true. For instance, in the HSBC 

Mobile Banking application, paying bills and reading about products/services are 

not considered by the researcher having the same level of risk. Furthermore, 

sharing a video in a YouTube application does not carry the same level of risk as 

watching on a YouTube process. Accordingly, it is worth noting that the different 

processes on a single application have different levels of risk and thus there is 

clearly a different level of risk within the application. 

App No. User action Information type Impact type 

Fa
ce

bo
ok

 

1 Search on Facebook   Public No Impact 

2 Read news feed Non-public Disclosure  

3 Read user profile Non-public Disclosure  

4 Post on a wall  Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

5 Add photo/link Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

6 Tag friends/check in Non-public Disclosure  

7 Like  Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

8 Comment Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

9 Share Non-public Disclosure  

10 Read notifications Non-public Disclosure  

11 Send message  Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

12 Read message Non-public Disclosure  

13 Delete message Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

14 Join group Non-public Modification 

15 Voice call/video call Non-public Modification 

16 Change settings Non-public Modification 

17 Update information Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

18 Add friend Non-public Modification 

19 Remove friend Non-public Modification 

Y
ou

Tu
be

 

1 Search on YouTube Public No Impact 

2 Watch on YouTube Public No Impact 

3 Upload Non-public Modification 

4 Share Non-public Disclosure  

5 Like/dislike  Non-public Disclosure, Modification 

6 Add a comment Non-public Disclosure, Modification 
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embarrassment if shared by others. More specifically, different processes operate 

on the same application, with different levels of social risk involved, so there is no 

single risk for a single application. Furthermore, there are complex personal 

aspects that need to be calculated: users may belong to different cultures and 

have received different levels of education. Traditionally, risk calculation is related 

to a combination of impact and likelihood (i.e., probability of occurrence), as in 

the following equation: 

Risk = Impact consequence x likelihood                                                  (1) 

Each specific impact type has its own specific set of consequences. Each of these 

consequences could be assessed using a 1-10 rating scale, based on CRAMM, 

but this would make the methodology far too complex for the user. For the sake 

of simplicity, the impact consequences are rated at different levels (low impact, 

medium impact, and high impact), which provides a component of the measure 

of risk. Furthermore, it is possible to find disclosure and modification impact types 

on specific data, such as posting on a wall in a Facebook application. Thus, this 

research uses a 3-dimensional risk matrix containing the impact type (disclosure 

or modification or both), information type (public or non-public) and impact 

consequences (embarrassment, financial loss, data corruption, disruption, legal 

liability, threat to personal safety, breach of commercial confidentiality, and 

breach of personal privacy). This risk model is applied to each action data on 

each application in order to investigate the risk. 

 

To calculate the risk level based on the suggested risk model, there is a need to 

identify a process value (the degree of importance) and the maximum 
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Impact Consequences Weighting 

 
 

When impact consequence weight = 1 

 

When impact consequence weight = 2 

 L M H L M H 

P
ro

ce
ss

 V
al

ue
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 2 3 2 4 6 

2 2 3 4 4 6 6 

3 3 4 5 6 6 6 

4 4 5 6 6 6 6 

Table 4-6: Impact consequences weighting  

Finally, Table 4-7 shows the simplified risk matrix. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Impact Consequences Weighting 

 
 

When impact consequence weight = 1 

 

When impact consequence weight = 2 

 L M H L M H 

P
ro

ce
ss

 V
al

ue
 

0 No Risk No Risk No Risk No Risk No Risk No Risk 

1 Low Low Medium Low Medium High 

2 Low Medium Medium Medium High High 

3 Medium Medium High High High High 

4 Medium High High High High High 

Table 4-7: Simplified risk matrix 
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S
M

S
 

Send a message DN 3 2 4 6 

Read a message DN 3 2 4 5 

Delete a message MN 3 2 4 6 
C

al
lin

g 

Make a call DN 3 2 4 6 

Receive a call DN 3 2 4 4 

Read a history call DN 3 2 4 4 

W
ha

ts
A

pp
 

Chat  DN 3 2 4 5 

Send a photo  DN 3 2 4 6 

Share a location DN 3 2 4 5 

Share a document DN 3 2 4 5 

E
m

ai
l 

Read an email DN 3 2 4 5 

Send an email DN 3 2 4 6 

Delete an email MN 3 2 4 6 

Table 4-8: Risk assessment examples  

To conclude, this chapter has introduced a new risk assessment model for mobile 

applications data, called MORI (Mobile Risk), which determines the risk level for 

each process on a single application. In particular, the MORI model depends 

upon the value of a user action and the worst consequences if user data are 

disclosed to unauthorised users or modified without permission. Finally, this 

model has introduced a risk matrix which might help move the access control 

system from the application level to the intra-process application level, based on 

the risk for the user action being performed on these processes. The findings 

demonstrate that this model has introduced a risk matrix which helps to move the 

access control system from the application level to the intra-process application 

level, based on the risk for the user action being performed on these processes. 

In the future, this risk matrix could assist research activities that investigate the 

risks within an application. Future research could focus upon suggesting and 
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5 Investigation of Transparent User Authentication for 

Mobile Applications 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter proposed a taxonomy for mobile applications data and 

introduced a novel mobile applications data risk assessment model to understand 

the risk involved within an application (intra-process security). Chapter 4 

demonstrates that there is no single risk to using a given application since the risk 

changes within the application from one process to another. This study has also 

indicated the need to move an access control system from a position on an 

application to within the application based on the risk level for each action, which 

means there is a clear need to collect and model real-world data. This, in turn, 

indicates the need to investigate the relationship between the transparent capture 

of biometric samples and the resulting access control decisions (Clarke et al., 

2009; Chuang et al., 2018). As such, this research aims to better understand and 

investigate the potential for applying a transparent authentication system to intra-

process security. This system would, in turn, enable control of the overall 

authentication process and thus a continuous and non-intrusive authentication 

approach. 

This chapter presents the methodical approach used for the data collection and 

experimental methodologies for the proposed biometric transparent 

authentication system at the intra- and inter-process access levels and then 
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No. Action Name Application App 
Risk  

Action 
Risk 

34 Receive an image 
message 

Viber  3 4 

35 Receive a sound message Viber  3 4 
36 Receive a location Viber  3 3 
37 Send a free text message Viber  3 6 
38 Send a free image 

message 
Viber  3 6 

39 Send a free sound 
message 

Viber  3 3 

40 Send a location Viber  3 5 
41 Delete a message Viber  3 6 
42 Upload an image Google Photo  3 4 
43 Upload a video Google Photo  3 4 
44 Take a photo Camera  1 1 
45 Record a video Camera  1 1 
46 Save a photo Camera 1 2 
47 Save a video Camera 1 2 

Table 5-2: Actions risk 

Regarding the difference between action number 8 (Receive an image message 

_ WhatsApp application) and 34 (Receive an image message_ Viber application), 

there is no difference in the final result which was a medium risk due to the 

medium risk could be (4 or 3). In this context, 3 means low medium risk and 4 

means high medium risk. This depends on the level of impact consequences 

selection which was low, medium, or high. 

Mobile phones can be used to capture multiple biometric modalities, such as face, 

voice and fingerprint recognition, by utilising microphones, cameras, keypads and 

GPS without disturbing legitimate mobile users. In addition, Gartner estimates 

that behavioural biometrics will replace passwords by 2022 (Data Protection 

Centre, 2018). Therefore, biometrics can be employed to substantiate whether 

the authenticated user is the true owner of the smartphone and thus maintain 

security. As a result, a wide range of biometrics were used in this research: facial, 
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Figure 5-1: NICA Alert Level algorithm (Clarke et al., 2009)  
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AL = 10 min / IL = 10 min; AL = 20 min / IL = 10 min; and AL = 20 min / IL = 20 

min. The reason for modifying the window each time was to provide further insight 

into whether this would affect the intrusive authentication requests for each user. 

After applying this methodology to 76 participants, there was a clear need to 

investigate how low user usage would affect the total average intrusive 

authentication requests. To do this, the 76 users were categorised into three 

usage groups (low, medium and high). 

Action Observation
Time, Application, Action, Extra Info

MORI
(Risk Model)

Possible Bio. Samples Generation

Confidence 
> = 

Risk
(threshold)

Confidence Computing

Non-Intrusive Intrusive

Yes No

 

Figure 5-2: User file observation methodology 
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UID 

 
Total Actions 

 

 
Total Usage Days 

 
Actions per 

day 

 
Actions per 

hour 
71 13,702 51 268 11 
56 10,608 49 216 9 
57 56,348 261 215 9 
09 12,256 62 197 8 
45 12,370 68 181 7 
74 15,842 81 195 8 
34 14,645 85 172 7 
48 5,728 35 163 6 
63 15,725 94 167 7 
76 28,486 165 172 7 
15 16,964 107 158 6 
36 46,917 323 145 6 
39 24,004 160 150 6 
60 22,207 149 149 6 
64 10,822 70 154 6 
12 8,759 62 141 5 
75 5,905 46 128 5 
02 14,412 114 126 5 
13 39,956 319 125 5 
20 21,439 168 127 5 
14 24,140 211 114 4 
54 30,197 262 115 4 
31 20,986 195 107 4 
65 7,081 69 102 4 
27 8,992 91 98 4 
01 29,463 308 95 3 
41 12,325 132 93 3 
51 17,715 187 94 3 
07 14,741 174 84 3 
69 3,832 45 85 3 
06 19,366 236 82 3 
30 33,956 442 76 3 
49 19,757 259 76 3 
10 36,284 487 74 3 
32 17,605 236 74 3 
24 50,297 689 73 3 
62 10,296 143 72 3 
73 5,600 80 70 3 
70 20,860 298 70 3 
19 19,798 346 57 2 
37 21,587 384 56 2 
22 18,457 337 54 2 
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UID 

 
Total Actions 

 

 
Total Usage Days 

 
Actions per 

day 

 
Actions per 

hour 
44 34,202 637 53 2 
55 22,933 424 54 2 
33 29,018 549 52 2 
29 14,254 285 50 2 
05 61,205 1230 49 2 
21 21,880 443 49 2 
50 21,269 431 49 2 
66 47,319 984 48 2 
46 27,576 592 46 1 
38 14,807 333 44 1 
72 15,068 346 43 1 
08 14,986 343 43 1 
61 14,496 361 40 1 
23 6,970 175 39 1 
40 10,314 261 39 1 
59 4,967 138 35 1 
25 4,226 131 32 1 
16 20,378 644 31 1 
35 8,394 271 30 1 
18 8,390 280 29 1 
58 10,079 349 28 1 
17 23,523 818 28 1 

Table 5-3: Data collection statistics 

The overall final captured dataset statistics from the 76 participants are 

summarised and presented in Table 5-4. This amount of information was felt to 

be sufficiently rich to allow meaningful analysis; that is, 22,457 days of mobile 

usage. 

Total Number of All Users 76 

Total Number of Days 22,457 

Average Number of Days per User 136 

Total Number of Voice Calls 101,882 
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Length of Voice Calls 36,566 hours 

Total Number of SMS Messages 2,598,164 SMS messages 

Length of SMS Messages 124,117,633 characters 

Total Number of Email Messages 14,289 email messages 

Length of Email Messages 2,813,960 characters 

Total Number of Actions Accessed  3,006,092 

   Table 5-4: Overall final captured dataset statistics 

Table 5-5 shows how many sample points there were for each application. It is 

clear from the table that WhatsApp was the most frequently accessed application, 

whereas the other applications taken together were accessed a total of 252,770 

times. In this context, the five most commonly used applications among the 

participants were WhatsApp, Google Play, SMS, Email, and Browser. Although 

the Viber app was ranked second to WhatsApp in the application samples, with 

118,426, as shown in Table 5-5, it was not commonly accessed among the 

participants as a whole. 

 

Application Name Total Number of Times Accessed 

WhatsApp  2,753,322 

Viber 118,426 
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Google Photo  49,578 

Camera  25,261 

Email 14,289 

Phone Call 13,808 

Browser 10,785 

SMS 8,459 

Downloading 8,341 

Google Play 3,251 

YouTube 572 

Table 5-5: Total number of applications accessed 

Table 5-6 demonstrates the total number of actions for each user for the selected 

applications in this dataset. It is clear from the table that the top three ranked user 

actions were for WhatsApp. This in turn means that WhatsApp gained the highest 

amount of usage among all the participants.  

Action Name Total Action Name Total 
Receive a text message_ WhatsApp 1,662,768 Send a text message_ WhatsApp 824,207 
Receive image message_ WhatsApp 117,413 Make a free video Call_Viber 58,784 
Send free sound message_ Viber 49,578 Receive a video message_WhatsApp 45,191 
Receive image message_ Viber 43,946 Send an image message_WhatsApp 40,939 
Receive audio message_ WhatsApp 25,753 Send a location_Viber 23,308 
Take a photo_ Camera 23,308 Send an email_Email 13,965 
Receive a free call (voice/video) 12,451 Search_Browser 10,643 
Make free call(voice/video)_WhatsApp 9,751 Download a file_Downloading 8,341 
Make a call_ Phone Call 7,606 Receive a sound message_Viber 6,28 
Receive a call_ Phone Call 6,202 Send a video message_WhatsApp 6,029 
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Send an audio message_WhatsApp 5,970 Receive a free voice call_ Viber 5,144 
Read a SMS message_ SMS 5,101 Send an SMS message_ SMS 3,358 
Download app_Google Play 3,251 Receive a location_ Viber 2,779 
Upload image_ Google Photo 1,130 Save a photo_ Camera 1,130 
Receive a free video call_ Viber 1,066 Receive a PDF file_ WhatsApp 1,016 
Receive a contact card_ WhatsApp 842 Delete a message_ Viber 822 
Record a video_ Camera 822 Search on YouTube_ YouTube 572 
Receive a location _ WhatsApp 517 Read an email_ Email 325 
Update app_ Google Play 324 Send a contact card_ WhatsApp 192 
Send a PDF file_ WhatsApp 162 Watch a video_ Browser 142 
Make a free voice call_ Viber 139 Send a location_ WhatsApp 121 
Send free image message_ Viber 10 Send a free text message_ Viber 4 
Receive a text message_ Viber 1 Upload video_ Google Photo 1 
Save a video_ Camera 1 

 Table 5-6: User action statistics  

Examining the distributions of user hours for all the participants in greater depth, 

as shown in Appendix D, the histogram in Figure 5-3 highlights the differences 

that might be considered significant compared with the total population. For 

instance, the user profile for participant 71 can be differentiated from the others 

due to the mobile phone mainly being used from 00:00 AM until 6:00 AM, whereas 

the majority of participants used their mobile phones from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM. 

On the other hand, four participants (42, 47, 53, and 68) show identical usage 

compared with the population. 
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Figure 5.3: Histogram for population compared with partipents 
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suggests it is important to apply appropriate protection to data by understanding 

the nature of the risk involved. 

 

Figure 5-6: Action requests for user 47 throughout one day (high usage user)  

 
Figure 5-7: Action requests for user 72 throughout one day (low usage user)  
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Figure 5-9: Confidence with intrusive timeline for participant 8 (low user usage)       

 

 Figure 5-10: Confidence with intrusive timeline for participant 7 (medium user 

usage) 
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To summarise, the experimental results for the percentages of intrusive 

authentication requests for the six time windows for intra-process (within the 

application) and inter-process (application access only) were calculated and are 

shown in Table 5-8, together with the numbers of intrusive users. In this table, it 

is clear that the average intrusive requests decreased, ranging from 18% to 6%. 

In general, the larger the AL/IL, the fewer the number of intrusive authentication 

requests. This could be because there is a high probability of capturing many of 

the biometric samples required when users interact with their mobile device for 

long intervals and the degradation function is not recalled to reduce the identity 

confidence when the device is inactive. However, this was not the case for short 

intervals and suggests that this does not allow the mobile user to increase his/her 

identity confidence level if there is a low number of actions. In this context, the 

longest time window (AL= 20 min / IL= 20 min) attained the lowest percentage of 

average intrusive requests (6%), which might favour usability but not security. 

This could be due to there not being any samples taken while the degradation 

function is inactive during a short interval. More specifically, for the time window 

AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min, six participants (2, 12, 29, 46, 55, 58) achieved more than 

30% of the intrusive requests due to the total number of actions being very small 

compared with the total usage days and the actions per day. For instance, 27,576 

actions were collected from user 46 over 592 days, which represents about 46 

actions per day. This low number of actions during the course of a day led to the 

highest percentage of intrusive requests for all the users (38%) and might affect 

the total average authentication requests (18%), as shown in Table 5-8.  
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actions. For instance, in the AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min time window, 16% of the total 

average intrusive requests (18%) were triggered by high-risk actions and only 2% 

of the total average intrusive requests came from medium-risk actions.   

Similarly, it is clear from Figure 5-13 that the majority of intrusive/non-intrusive 

request results came from low-risk actions (AL = 10 min / IL = 10 min, AL = 20 

min / IL = 20 min and AL = 10 min / IL = 20 min); only 1% came from medium-risk 

actions and 8% from high-risk actions in comparison with the total average 

intrusive requests for the other time windows (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min, AL = 5 min 

/ IL = 5 min, and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min). 

 

 

Figure 5-12: Intrusive/non-intrusive requests for intra/inter-process, AL= 2 min / IL= 5 m 
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Figure 5-14: Average intrusive authentication requests at the intra- and inter-process 

levels (AL = 10 min / IL = 10 min) 

Based on the above analysis of the experimental results for the percentage of 

intra- and inter-process intrusive authentication requests, the total requests for 

the six time windows were calculated and are summarised in Table 5-9. In this 

table, it is clear that this approach achieved the best results following the 

classification of the participants into three groups of usage to identify the most 

suitable time window for each group. The table also shows that the larger the 

AL/IL, the fewer the number of intrusive authentication requests due to the high 

probability of being able to gather biometric samples when users interact with 

their mobile device and the degradation function is not recalled to reduce the 

identity confidence when the device is inactive. In Table 5-9, the percentages of 

intrusive authentication requests achieved were improved when compared with 

those previously reported in the first experiment for all the AL/IL timings. For 
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instance, for the same time window (AL = 5 min / IL = 5 min), the percentage of 

average intrusive authentication requests for all users was 13% but this was 

reduced to 7% for the high usage group. On the other hand, the percentage of 

average intrusive increased to 21% after grouping the users. 

Furthermore, the number of participants whose percentage of intrusive 

authentication requests was less than 10% sharply increased and represent the 

majority of participants for all the AL/IL timings. Interestingly, only one participant 

(58) achieved a percentage of intrusive authentication requests of about 16% for 

the AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min time window. As can be seen in Table 5-9, the 

change in the average intrusive authentication requests between time windows 

was clear at the action level when compared with the application level. 
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Abdulwahid, 2017) and then calculate the confidence level and intrusive 

authentication requests for each user for each user action by utilising NICA 

across various ALs and ILs with the actions (within application only). The reason 

for trying different combinations of time windows was to investigate their effect on 

the system performance. As demonstrated in Figure 5-15, the distribution of user 

intrusive requests for 76 participants on an intra-process level based on minimum, 

median, and maximum values over the different time windows was considered. 

In this figure, and as mentioned in Table 5-10, the majority of user intrusive 

requests for the AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min time window were between 15% and 20% 

for 26 users. For instance, participant 46 had the highest intrusive requests at 

33%, whereas participant 71 had 4% intrusive requests. It can be interpreted from 

these results that the total usage of these participants played a significant role. In 

this context, the total usage for participant 46 was 27,576 over 592 days, which, 

in turn, means one action per hour approximately. This low usage could have led 

to the poor performance and is likely to lead to a large number of intrusive 

requests. 

On the other hand, the highest usage might be the cause of the fewest intrusive 

requests, such as participant 71 with a usage of 13,702 over 51 days, which, in 

turn, means three actions per hour approximately. In contrast, the vast majority 

of user intrusive requests for the AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min time window were less 

than 10% (73 participants) which was envisaged to be the case given the longer 

length of time to collect biometric samples or a longer time in which to recall the 

degradation function to reduce the user identity level. Another observation 
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regarding this figure is that the result was mostly identical if there was no change 

in the AL value, such as AL = 5 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min, 

which could suggest that AL is important. 

 

Figure 5-15: Average user intrusive requests distribution for intra-process access 

As depicted in Table 5-10, the performance results for experiment 2 across 

various ALs and ILs were promising for the intra-process level (actions within 

application only). The experimental results range from 15% average intrusive 

authentication requests at AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min to 5% at AL = 20 min / IL = 20 

min for the same total of requests (2,561k). Accordingly, it is clear from Table 5-

10 that the more substantial the AL and IL values, the fewer intrusive 

authentication requests. This is logical, as in cases in which the biometric 

samples were insufficient or not available for capture, the user identity was 
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Table 5-10: Percentages of intrusive authentication requests for intra-process access 

As previously mentioned, in the data collection stage, 47 actions were collected 

with the following distribution of risk types: 36% were high risk, 47% were medium 

risk, 13% were low risk, and 4% were no risk. One possible reason for the high 

percentage of intrusive authentication requests for some participants is that the 

majority of these actions are considered high and medium risk (83%), so the 

threshold (i.e., risk level) would require a greater confidence value to access the 

service.  

In this context, Figures 5-16 and 5-17 show the intrusive/non-intrusive request 

results for the types of risk for the AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 10 min / IL = 

10 min time windows, respectively, for intra-process access. In both figures, the 

majority of intrusive requests come from high-risk actions, leading to an increase 

in the average intrusive authentication requests. Only 3% of the total requests 

come from medium-risk actions for the AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min time window. 

Figure 5-16: Intrusive/mon-intrusive request results for intra-process access at AL = 2 

min / IL = 5 min 
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Figure 5-17: Intrusive/non-intrusive results for intra-process access at AL = 10 min / IL 

= 10 min 

The experimental results clearly demonstrate that the proposed framework is able 

to provide a transparent authentication system for intra-process security. In 

addition, paying closer attention to the intrusive request results for different types 

of usage might lead to reducing the total average intrusive requests. For instance, 

participants 46, 71 and 57 received intrusive requests of 33%, 4% and 6%, 

respectively, for the shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min). To assess 

this, the 76 participants were categorised into three usage groups based on the 

user actions per hour, as previously mentioned in Table 5-4. The primary aim of 

the participant categories was to gain greater insight into how low usage would 

affect the total average intrusive authentication requests for the entire dataset. 

The categorisation was also aimed at testing whether all the time windows 
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considered were reasonable and would tend to be more suitable for different 

types of users and thereby affect the intrusive authentication requests. 

As previously mentioned in Table 5-7, the experimental results for the 76 

participants were categorised into three groups of usage (27 users had high 

usage, 24 users had medium usage, and 25 users had low usage), as shown in 

Table 5-8. Accordingly, it can be seen that the results significantly improved 

following this classification and could lead to gradually reduced intrusive 

authentication requests. For instance, participants 36, 67, and 15 attained the 

highest average intrusive authentication requests at 18%, 17%, and 15%, 

respectively, for the shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min), whereas they 

achieved 4%, 2%, and 3%, respectively, with the largest time window (AL = 20 

min / IL = 20 min). A possible reason for this is that there is sufficient time to find 

and capture biometric samples, thereby raising the user identity level with enough 

time to reduce the confidence level (IL = 20 min).  

For the same group of usage, however, participants 71, 4, and 60 obtained the 

lowest average intrusive authentication requests of 4%, 5%, and 5%, respectively, 

with the shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min). Similarly, they achieved 

3%, 2%, and 3%, respectively, with the largest time window (AL = 20 min / IL = 

20 min), which was expected to have fewer intrusive authentication requests. 

What can also be noticed in Table 5-11 is that the vast majority of participants 

achieved less than 10% intrusive authentication requests across all the different 

time windows (ranging from 15 participants at AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min to 27 

participants at AL = 10 min / IL = 10 min).  
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actions per hour. In contrast, participant 65 has the lowest intrusive requests of 

6%. These results support the conclusion that a short time window might mean 

the required service is protected by intrusive requests if no interaction is 

performed between the mobile user and his/her device and biometric samples are 

not available. Although the short time windows prompted a high degree of 

protection and intrusive authentication, this intrusiveness might lead to 

exaggerated re-authentication of the original user. As a result, short time windows 

appear to work well for security but are not quite sufficient for usability. 

With regard to the low usage group results, approximately 56% of user intrusive 

requests were more than 15% for the shortest time window. For instance, 

participants 46 and 58 achieved 33% and 28%, respectively, which are the 

highest percentages of intrusive requests, whereas participant 44 achieved a 

much lower rate of intrusive requests (6%). In addition, the intrusive requests for 

this participant improved to 2% for the longest time window (AL = 20 min / IL = 20 

min). One of the reasons for this could be that the degradation function was 

recalled very few times due to the AL taking a long time to collect biometric 

samples, thereby increasing the probability of raising the user identity level. 

Therefore, a larger time window can be considered to perform well with the 

majority of low user usage. 

5.3.3 Experiment 3: Biometric TAS for Inter-process Access  

The main aim of the third experiment was evaluation and to gain insight into how 

useful this approach may be. The methodology for this experiment was to 

compute the inter-process (application only) access for the same six time 
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Table 5-12 presents the performance results for experiment 3 across various ALs 

and ILs for the inter-process level (actions within application only). As seen in the 

table, the experimental results for all the time windows achieved a high 

percentage of intrusive authentication requests, ranging from 56% to 31%. In 

addition, there were a total of 104,245 application requests, which was very low 

compared with the intra-process and inter-/intra-process results of 2,561k and 

3,006k, respectively. The results of classifying all the participants into three 

groups of usage (low, medium and high) still achieved a high percentage of 

intrusive authentication requests. More specifically, these range from 44% to 19% 

for the high usage group, from 66% to 38% for the medium usage group, and  

from 59% to 39% for the low usage group. In general, the inter-process results 

indicated that this did not perform very well in comparison with the two previous 

experiments (i.e., experiment 1: intra- and inter-process; experiment 2: intra-

process). The high percentage of intrusive authentication requests could be due 

to the low level of confidence as the confidence decreased according to the AL 

interval if no biometric samples could be captured. In this case, there is a clear 

need to force the user to raise his/her biometric confidence level, either by the 

use of a password or by providing valid biometric modalities.  

To address this problem, the median is suggested, thereby offsetting the 

shortcoming. The difference in time between two consecutive app access 

requests is calculated and, if the resulting value is greater than the median, a new 

app request is generated. Table 5-13 shows the lower intrusive rate achieved 

compared with the previous experiment and the performance results of the 
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experimental results with regard to intrusive authentication requests compared 

with those previously reported in the first experiment for all differing AL/IL timings, 

from the shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min) to the longest time window 

(AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min). As shown in Table 5-16, the results for the three 

usage groups underline the evidence for the effect of low user usage on the total 

average intrusive authentication requests for the time window selected. One 

possible reason for this could be that there is a suitable time window for each 

group of usage and, therefore, a high probability of gathering biometric samples 

when the user interacts with his/her mobile device and the degradation function 

is not recalled to reduce the identity confidence level when the device is inactive 

for very short intervals. 

To conclude, the experimental results highlight that the proposed approach 

achieved a desirable level in terms of applying a transparent authentication 

system to intra-process security. As a result, this system would, in turn, enable 

control of the overall authentication process, thereby enabling a continuous and 

non-intrusive authentication approach.  

Usage 
Type 
 

Comparison Intra + 
Inter 

Intra Inter   

H
ig

h 

Total Requests 2,045 k 1,772 k 833,679 
Least Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 2 min 
/ IL = 5 min 

AL = 2 min / 
IL = 5 min 

AL = 2 min / 
IL = 5 min 

% Intrusive 12 10 22 
Most Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 20 
min / 
IL = 20 min 

AL = 20 min 
/ IL = 20 min 

AL = 20 min / 
IL = 20 min 

% Intrusive 3 2 12 

M e d i u m
 

Total Requests 464,869 396,640 260,468 
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Usage 
Type 
 

Comparison Intra + 
Inter 

Intra Inter   

Least Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 2 min 
/ IL = 5 min 

AL= 2 min / 
IL = 5 min 

AL = 2 min / 
IL = 5 min 

% Intrusive 21 18 29 
Most Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 20 
min / 
IL = 20 min 

AL = 20 min 
/ IL = 20 min 

AL = 20 min / 
IL = 20 min 

% Intrusive 7 6 12 

Lo
w

 

Total Requests 496,096 392,795 270,532 
Least Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 2 min 
/ IL = 5 min 

AL = 2 min /  
IL = 5 min 

AL = 2 min / 
IL = 5 min 

% Intrusive 22 18 31 
Most Effective 
Time Window 

AL = 20 
min / IL = 
20 min 

AL = 20 min 
/ IL = 20 min 

AL = 20 min / 
IL = 20 min 

% Intrusive 9 8 15 

Table 5-4: Average percentages of intrusive authentication requests for inter-process  
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in order to test the effect and provide further understanding of whether this would 

affect overall system performance. 

 

           Figure 6-1: Biometric distribution by action risk 

6.2.2 Absence of a Single Modality   

Table 6-2 presents the experimental results for the total intrusive authentication 

requests when testing the absence of a single modality in addition to the previous 

experiments regarding all modalities across two different time windows: AL = 5 

min / IL = 5 min and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min. In this table, it is clear that there is 

no effect when finger, keystroke, linguistic, or voice is removed from the total 

biometric calculation. This was as expected and was accepted, as only 20% of 

the collected user actions were related to these modalities across all the 

participants, as previously mentioned in section 6.2.1. The most surprising aspect 

of this experiment was the significant positive difference in the absence of 
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behavioural profiling compared with all the biometrics in the experiment (by 1%, 

ranging from 13% to 12%). Turning now to the experimental evidence for the 

effect of the absence of iris or face recognition, there was a notable increase in 

the total intrusive authentication requests of 2% and 3% at AL = 5 min / IL = 5 min 

and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min, respectively; this was envisaged to be the case, 

given that the majority of the user actions collected were through face and iris 

recognition (nearly 80%).   

In terms of group usage, the results were in line with the other experiments and 

showed a substantial improvement in decreasing the number of intrusive 

authentication requests, as apparent in Table 6-2. For the high usage group, the 

effect of the absence of iris or face recognition showed the same results but a 

further point to be noticed is that the results for the absence of behavioural 

profiling were not affected. However, the change was clear for the medium and 

low usage groups, which showed a reduction of 1%. The reasons for that might 

be the high number of user actions for both modalities (39 actions), which 

suggests that facial and iris recognition might affect the total intrusive 

authentication requests. 
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On the other hand, at AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min, the experimental results were 

almost identical but with some slight changes, such as to the median. The median 

ranged from 12% at the behavioural profiling stage to 16% at the face and iris 

recognition stages, respectively. In this case, the large time window for updating 

the confidence level did not have a positive effect, as the results have shown. 

In this context, participant 4 (a high active user) was selected to examine the 

difference between the impact of the absence of a single modality and all the 

biometrics for a series of user actions during a specific time of day. It is apparent 

from Figure 6-3 that there is a slight difference when removing iris or face 

recognition and a decrease by almost 10%. It could be the case that this 

participant benefited from performing lots of actions which related to face or iris 

biometrics. For instance, the identity confidence level plummeted when there was 

no user interaction with his/her mobile device at action number 46. This is 

followed by a sharp rise as a result of the user entering his/her password. 

However, without the behavioural profiling modality, the result achieved was 

slightly better and identical.  
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to the majority of the collected user actions being face and iris recognition (nearly 

80%).  

Despite the improvement in the average for all biometrics and a reduction from 

13% to 7% for the high usage group, the total intrusive authentication requests 

diminished slightly across the different time windows. Interestingly, this was 

different from the medium and low usage groups, whose rates increased. On the 

other hand, there was only a 1% increase in the total intrusive authentication 

requests when removing both the iris recognition and behavioural profiling 

modalities. This result may be explained by iris recognition only as a single 

modality increasing the total intrusive authentication requests by nearly 3% and 

behavioural profiling reducing it by 1%, as shown in Table 6-2. In this case, the 

findings were to be expected. Interestingly, although face and iris recognition 

represented the same proportion of user actions collected (nearly 80%), when 

removing both the face recognition and behavioural profiling modalities, nothing 

changed with regard to the total intrusive authentication requests.  
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Table 6-3: Total intrusive authentication requests in the absence of two modalities   

Figure 6-4 shows the impact on user intrusive requests distribution of the absence 

of two modalities, in addition to the previous experiments for all modalities across 

the different time windows: AL = 5 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min. 

In this figure, it appears that there is a notable effect of the absence of both iris 

and face recognition for both time windows. For instance, the median for the total 

intrusive authentication requests was 28% in the case of the absence of both iris 

and face recognition with a wide gap in relation to other combinations of 
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biometrics collected, which did not exceed 15%. In addition, nearly 75% of the 

participants show significantly higher total intrusive authentication requests by at 

least double when compared with the original. For instance, participants 3, 4, 35 

and 42 range from 3% to 39%, 2% to 30%, 20% to 48%, and 7% to 34%, 

respectively. Interestingly, four participants (2, 17, 58 and 59) show a slight 

increase in the total intrusive authentication requests, ranging from 23% to 29%, 

16% to 19%, 24% to 27%, and 14% to 20%, respectively. One possible reason is 

that these participants were already classified as low active users. 
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changed from 19% to 18%. The reason for this was not clear but this user may 

not depend on iris or face biometric capturing. 

Participant 65 (a medium active user) was then selected to examine the 

difference between the impact of the absence of two modalities and all biometrics 

for a series of user actions during a specific time of day. It is apparent from Figure 

6-5 that the absence of both iris and face recognition caused fluctuation, resulting 

in a high percentage of intrusive authentication requests and the most negative 

result. It may be that this participant benefited from lots of actions related to face 

or iris biometrics. On the other hand, without iris and behavioural profiling 

modalities set between without iris and face recognition and the all modalities due 

to the impact of iris recognition as shown in the previous figures. For instance, at 

action 41, the identity confidence level decreases because the user has not used 

his/her mobile for a while and the degradation function was recalled. It is clear 

that there is a gap between the all-biometrics scenario and iris and face 

recognition of at least 35%. However, a slight change occurred when removing 

iris recognition and behavioural profiling. Another observation relating to Figure 

6-5 is that there might be times when the identity confidence level does not need 

intrusive requests due to the action being low or no risk. 
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min / IL = 10 min. The figure shows that the effect becomes more noticeable with 

the absence of iris and face recognition and that they play an important role in 

raising the total intrusive authentication requests across the different time 

windows (AL = 5 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min). For instance, the 

median for the total intrusive authentication requests was 28% in the case of iris 

and face recognition and there is a wide gap in relation to the other types of 

biometrics collected, which did not exceed 14%.  
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further improved if many more user actions had been collected from a 

greater number of applications. 

2. EERs previously published in the literature were utilised as simulative 

biometric scenarios and input in all the experiments. This was due to the 

difficulty of finding applicable open source biometric classifiers, as this 

research study was managed and performed by a PhD researcher and 

was limited in terms of duration, timeframe and resources. As a result, this 

did not enable the presentation of real-time mobile usage and 

consideration needs to be given to this issue. 

3. The proposed risk assessment model for mobile applications data was not 

tested and evaluated across different types of participants in a real 

environment through surveys, focus groups or interviews. As a result, 

there is a need for further analysis to be pursued to appreciate the 

practical usefulness of the proposed risk assessment model and to gain 

greater insight into the effectiveness of this model. 

4. The user actions determination technique used in this study relied upon 

data collected from databases by utilising SQLite from each selected 

application.  

7.3 Suggestions and Scope for Future Work 

Despite the limitations of the research project presented in the previous section, 

this research project has advanced and improved the field of user authentication 

for smartphones in general and mobile application security and usability in 

particular. As with any research, there are a number of opportunities for future 

work and enhancement in further investigation within the area of user 
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